Imaging is used to map activity across populations of neurons. Microscopes with 14* cellular resolution have small (< 1 millimeter) fields of view and cannot 15* simultaneously image activity distributed across multiple brain areas. Typical large 16* field of view microscopes do not resolve single cells, especially in the axial 17* dimension. We developed a 2-photon random access mesoscope (2p-RAM) that 18* allows high-resolution imaging anywhere within a volume spanning multiple brain 19* areas (∅!5 mm x 1 mm cylinder). 2p-RAM resolution is near diffraction limited 20* (lateral, 0.66 µm, axial 4.09 µm at the center; excitation wavelength = 970 nm; 21* numerical aperture = 0.6) over a large range of excitation wavelengths. A fast three-22* dimensional scanning system allows efficient sampling of neural activity in arbitrary 23* regions of interest across the entire imaging volume. We illustrate the use of the 2p-24* RAM by imaging neural activity in multiple, non-contiguous brain areas in 25* transgenic mice expressing protein calcium sensors.
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A large field of view two-photon mesoscope with subcellular resolution for in vivo 2* imaging 3* 4* Sofroniew, N. J. 1, * , Flickinger, D. 1, * , King, J. 2 , Svoboda, K. 1 5* 6* 1 Janelia Research Campus, Ashburn VA 20147, USA 7* 2 Vidrio Technologies, Ashburn VA 20147, USA 8* 9* * These authors contributed equally to this work 10* 11* Abstract 12* 13* Imaging is used to map activity across populations of neurons. Microscopes with 14* cellular resolution have small (< 1 millimeter) fields of view and cannot 15* simultaneously image activity distributed across multiple brain areas. Typical large 16* field of view microscopes do not resolve single cells, especially in the axial 17* dimension. We developed a 2-photon random access mesoscope (2p-RAM) that 18* allows high-resolution imaging anywhere within a volume spanning multiple brain 19* areas (∅!5 mm x 1 mm cylinder). 2p-RAM resolution is near diffraction limited 20* (lateral, 0.66 µm, axial 4.09 µm at the center; excitation wavelength = 970 nm; 21* numerical aperture = 0.6) over a large range of excitation wavelengths. A fast three-22* dimensional scanning system allows efficient sampling of neural activity in arbitrary 23* regions of interest across the entire imaging volume. We illustrate the use of the 2p-24* RAM by imaging neural activity in multiple, non-contiguous brain areas in 25* transgenic mice expressing protein calcium sensors. 26* 27* 28* 29* 30* 31* 32* Introduction 33* 34* Over the last ten years cellular calcium imaging has become widely used to image 35* activity in neuronal populations (Grienberger and Konnerth 2012, Peron et al. 2015a ).
36*
Calcium imaging samples activity of all labeled neurons in an imaging volume and can 37* readily be combined with visualization of cell type markers to analyze activity in specific 38* cell types, the nodes of neural circuits (Kerlin et al. 2010 , Fu et al. 2014 , Peron et al. 39* 2015a . 40* 41*
The development of sensitive protein sensors for neuronal function has been a major 42* driver for cellular activity imaging in vivo (Nagai et al. 2004 , Horikawa 43* et al. 2010 , Zhao et al. 2011 ,*Dana et al. 2016 ). More sensitive 44* indicators allow measurement from larger numbers of neurons at fixed signal-to-noise 45* ratios (SNR) (Wilt et al. 2013 , Peron et al. 2015a . Future improvements in protein 46* sensors are expected to further increase the numbers of neurons that can be probed 47* simultaneously. 48* 49*
The vast majority of cellular imaging in vivo has been done with 2-photon microscopy 50* (Denk and Svoboda 1997) . 2-photon microscopy confines excitation in scattering tissue, 51* which in turn underlies three-dimensional contrast with subcellular resolution (Denk et al. 52* 1994) . 2-photon microscopy demands that individual resolution elements (on the order of 53* 1 µm 3 ) are sampled sequentially, limiting its speed. Spurred by the development of fast 54* solid state cameras, wide-field methods such as wide-field microscopy (Ziv et al. 2013) , 55* light-field microscopy (Prevedel et al. 2014) , and light-sheet microscopy (Holekamp et 56* al. 2008 , Ahrens et al. 2013 ) have been used to measure neural activity. Scattering and 57* out-of-focus fluorescence rapidly degrade signal and contrast when imaging in scattering 58* tissue with wide-field methods compared to 2-photon microscopy (Peron et al. 2015a) .
59*
As a consequence, at any point in the image, signals from multiple neurons are mixed 60* together. Unmixing these signals to extract neural activity of individual neurons is a 61* challenging computational problem, which remains unsolved in general. In contrast, the 62* high resolution and image contrast provided by 2-photon microscopy allows extraction of 63* fluorescence signals corresponding to the activity of individual neurons and subcellular 64* compartments (Stosiek et al. 2003 , Sato et al. 2007 , Akerboom et al. 2012 , Chen et al. 65* 2013 )*(Petreanu et al. 2012 . 66* 67* Together with calcium imaging, 2-photon microscopy is now routinely used to examine 68* behavior-related activity in populations of neurons (Harvey et al. 2012 , Huber et al. 2012 , 69* Peron et al. 2015b . The majority of studies image only dozens to hundreds of neurons in 70* one brain region at a time. The advent of sensitive protein indicators for calcium (Nagai 71* et al. 2004 , Horikawa et al. 2010 , Zhao et al. 2011 ) and 72* transgenic animals expressing these indicators (Dana et al. 2014 , Madisen and al 2015) 73* promises much higher throughput. 2-photon microscopy has already been used together 74* with GCaMP6 to measure activity in approximately 1800 pyramidal 75* neurons at 7 Hz using 50 mW of power at the sample (Peron et al. 2015b) . Optimization 76* of the delivered laser power and 2-photon excitation efficiency will allow tracking of 77* Sofroniew,*Flickinger*et*al** 1/2/2016*2:03*PM* 3* * more than 10,000 pyramidal neurons at similar signal-to-noise ratios and sampling 78* frequencies. This opens up the possibility of tracking representative neuronal populations 79* across multiple brain regions. 80* 81* Even relatively simple animal behaviors involve multiple brain regions, which are often 82* non-contiguous (Hernandez et al. 2010 . Simultaneous tracking of 83* activity in these brain areas is not possible using standard microscopes, because 84* mechanical movement of microscopes or specimens is slow. High-resolution microscopes 85* have fields of view (FOV) that are smaller than most brain areas, whereas large FOV 86* microscopes have small numerical apertures and cannot resolve individual neurons. To 87* bridge the gap between single cells and brain regions we developed a mesoscale 2-photon 88* microscope capable of imaging a FOV of 5 mm, with subcellular resolution. We use the 89* term 'mesoscale microscopy' to refer to imaging with subcellular resolution and fields of 90* view spanning multiple brain areas (several millimeters).
91* 92*
We implemented fast lateral and axial scanning to both maximize the number of neurons 93* that can be sampled nearly simultaneously and the flexibility in choosing the imaged 94* neurons. The fluorescence signal collected per unit time is ultimately limited by the 95* average power that can be delivered to the specimen, which in turn is limited by heating.
96*
In the mouse brain the maximum allowed power is approximately P max = 200 mW 97* (unpublished observations). The signal rate for one scanning beam is S 1 = a P max 2 , where 98* a is a parameter that depends on the illumination, the experimental preparation (e.g. the 99* type and concentration of the fluorescent probe), and fluorescence detection. In another 100* popular scheme the excitation beam is partitioned into n beams for multiplexed excitation 101* (Lecoq et al. 2014 , Stirman et al. 2015 . Dividing the power into n laser foci for 102* multiplexed imaging, the signal is S n = a n (P max /n) 2 . This division corresponds to 103* reduced overall signal levels (by 1/n) and a corresponding reduction in the number of 104* neurons sampled, at fixed signal-to-noise ratio. 
124*
We have developed a 2-photon random access mesoscope (2p-RAM), optimized for 125* imaging populations of neurons in multiple brain regions during behavior. 2p-RAM 126* provides diffraction-limited resolution in a cylindrical volume (∅*5 mm x 1 mm). It is 127* fully corrected for excitation light in the 900-1070 nm range, allowing 2-photon imaging 128* of most widely used fluorescent proteins. 2p-RAM is based on a fast three-dimensional 129* scanning system that allows random access to hundreds of thousands of neurons for 130* targeted interrogation. 131* 132* Results 133* 134*
We developed a 2-photon random access mesoscope (2p-RAM) with subcellular 135* resolution. We first outline the key specifications, which correspond to specific 136* engineering challenges. We then explain the optical path of the mesoscope, followed by a 137* brief description of the design process. Finally we illustrate the mesoscope performance 138* in calibration experiments and imaging neural activity in vivo. 139* 140* Key specifications 141* 142* First, the diameter of the FOV should be five millimeters. This size allows sampling of 143* most cortical regions in the mouse brain that are nearly coplanar. For example, it would 144* be possible to image the primary somatosensory cortex, the primary motor cortex and 145* parts of secondary motor cortex nearly simultaneously ( Figure 1A) . Second, the 146* mesoscope should have better than cellular resolution, implying axial resolutions 147* substantially smaller than the typical size of a soma (diameter, 10 µm) (Peters and 148* Kaiserman-Abramof 1970). We specified a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.6, which 149* translates to approximately 0.61 µm lateral resolution and 4.25 µm axial resolution (for λ 150* = 970 nm; Figure 1B ) (Zipfel et al. 2003) . Third, the mesoscope should produce 151* diffraction-limited performance and high two-photon excitation efficiency over the range 152* of λ = 900 -1070 nm. This spectral range corresponds to fluorescent protein sensors 153* based on GFP and various red fluorescence proteins . Fourth, the 154* mesoscope should maximize the collection of fluorescence signal, ideally with a large 155* collection NA. We specified a collection NA of 1.0 (specifications listed Figure 1C ). 156* 157* Fifth, a key challenge for mesoscale 2-photon microscopy is efficient laser scanning.
158*
Faster scanning provides better time resolution for measurements of neural activity, 159* reduced photodamage, and tracking larger numbers of neurons. Rapid scanning methods 160* rely on resonant scanning mirrors (Fan et al. 1999) or acousto optic deflectors (AODs) 161* (Reddy and Saggau 2005) , both of which have scan angles on the order of a few degrees, 162* corresponding to relatively small (several hundred µm) scans in the specimen plane. To 163* access the entire scan field rapidly we designed a lateral scan unit with multiple scanners 164* in series. A fast resonant scan is moved over the specimen in a flexible manner using a 165* galvanometer scanner, allowing rapid sampling of activity in widely dispersed brain 166* regions ( Figure 1D ).
167* 168*
The sixth and final challenge is scanning along the optical axis of the microscope. In 169* Sofroniew,*Flickinger*et*al** 1/2/2016*2:03*PM* 5* * most scanning microscopes, focusing is achieved by moving the objective. Because of the 170* mechanical inertia of the bulky objective, focusing is more than two orders of magnitude 171* slower than lateral scanning (Gobel et al. 2007 ). This limit is unacceptable for mesoscale 172* imaging because the structures of interest to be sampled in different brain regions are 173* typically in focal planes that differ by up to several hundred micrometers ( Figure 1E ). We 174* addressed this problem by implementing a rapid remote focusing unit in which a light-175* weight mirror is moved instead of the objective (Botcherby et al. 2012) . Rapid remote 176* focusing also allowed us to relax flatness of field specifications, because rapid focusing 177* can partially correct for curved scan fields online. 178* 179* Implementation 180* 181* Overview 182* 183*
The 2p-RAM was assembled on a vertically mounted breadboard (Figure 2A , 2C, 2E).
184*
The refractive optics of the microscope are predicted to introduce 25,000 fs 2 group-delay 185* dispersion (GDD) (at λ=1000 nm). GDD will cause the light arriving at the focus to be 186* spread out in time, resulting in reduced efficiency for two-photon excitation (Denk et al. 187* 1995) . To reduce GDD at the sample, the Ti:Sapphire laser beam first passed through a 188* prism-based GDD compensation unit (Akturk et al. 2006 ) ( Figure 2B ). With GDD 189* compensation enabled, we measured a pulse width of 106 fs at the sample using an 190* autocorrelator (Carpe; APE) (see Figure 2 Supplement 2), comparable to the pulse width 191* emitted by our laser (Mai Tai HP; Spectra Physics).
192* 193*
The microscope is motorized to allow flexible access to the specimen: it moves in x, y 194* (> 50 mm travel); it rotates around an axis that passes through the specimen plane and is 195* parallel to the long axis of the microscope (±20 degrees travel); it moves up and down 196* along the beam axis for coarse focusing (travel +38 mm -13 mm). Since the microscope 197* moves with respect to the laser, the beam was threaded into the microscope through a 198* multi-stage periscope.
199* 200*
Remote focus unit 201* 202* Within the core of the microscope, the beam first enters the remote focus (RF) unit 203* through a polarizing beam splitting cube and a quarter wave plate. The RF unit consists 204* of a custom RF objective, and a small mirror (mass, 170 mg; PF03-03-P01, Thorlabs) 205* mounted on a voice coil (LFA 2010 with a sca814 controller; Equipment Solutions). The 206* beam passes through the RF objective and is reflected by the mirror back through the RF 207* objective. The quarter wave plate and polarizing beam splitting cube together then direct 208* the beam into the lateral scan unit. The coatings of the RF objective were optimized for 209* high transmission in the IR range. These coatings and the small number of elements (5) 210* combined to give high transmission through the RF objective (97%).
211* 212*
The entrance aperture of the RF objective is conjugated to the entrance aperture of the 213* imaging objective. The RF mirror is approximately conjugate to the focus in the 214* specimen plane. Axial movement of the RF mirror changes the axial location of the focus 215* Sofroniew,*Flickinger*et*al** 1/2/2016*2:03*PM* 6* * in the specimen (scale factor, 1.23; i.e. a 100 µm move of the RF mirror causes a 123 µm 216* move of the focus). Depending on the axial position of the RF mirror, the wavefront 217* entering the imaging objective will be converging, parallel, or diverging. For standard 218* microscope objectives, which obey the sine condition, only parallel rays will converge to 219* a diffraction-limited point in the specimen (Born and Wolf 1980) . Spherical wavefronts 220* in the objective pupil will produce spherical aberration at the focus. Rays entering the 221* objective back aperture at its periphery will focus to a different point along the axis, 222* thereby producing a larger focal volume with lower peak intensity. These spherical 223* aberrations degrade resolution and contrast. The RF objective was designed to counteract 224* the spherical aberrations produced by the imaging objective, so that diffraction-limited 225* imaging can be achieved throughout the microscope's imaging volume (Botcherby et al. 226* 2012) . The imaging objective also has axial chromatic aberration that varies with RF 227* depth, which is compensated by the RF objective. The RF unit allows rapid axial 228* movement of the focal plane, since the RF mirror can be moved much faster than the 229* objective or the specimen. 230* 231* Scanning system 232* 233*
We designed a lateral scanning unit to efficiently scan arbitrary regions of interest in the 234*
FOV of the microscope. A resonant scanner produces a fast line scan (24 kHz line rate) 235* (CRS 12K, Cambridge Technology). Because of the limited angular range of the scanner 236* (10 degrees, optical peak-to-peak) this results in a scan range of 0.6 mm or less in the 237* specimen plane. This scan line is moved over the specimen using a pair of galvo 238* scanners. 239* 240* Microscopes using remote focusing have to deal with non-planar wavefronts in their 241* pupil locations. Maintaining conjugation between all scan mirrors and optic pupils is a 242* critical issue for these microscopes. Otherwise, the movement of any scan mirror that is 243* not conjugated to a subsequent optic pupil, such as the entrance pupil of the objective, 244* will cause a lateral shift of the wavefront at that pupil. Wavefront non-planarity and 245* lateral shift can cause significant optical aberrations.
246* 247*
The beam is directed through a pupil relay (PR1; magnification, 0.44) into the resonant 248* scanner (open aperture, 4.8 mm), and then through a second identical pupil relay in 249* reverse (PR2; magnification, 2.3) into a virtually conjugated galvo pair (VCGP). The 250* VCGP unit conjugates the x and y scan galvo pair without a large-aperture relay made 251* from refractive optics. Alternatively conjugation could have been accomplished using a 252* custom pupil relay using refractive optics. However, due to its large size, this relay would 253* be the most complex and expensive part of the microscope. The VCGP provides a 254* compact and cost-effective solution.
255* 256*
The VCGP uses three galvo mirrors (rather than two) to ensure that the pupils of the x 257* and y scanning galvos are coincident. The first two mirrors (open aperture, 20 mm; 258* Cambridge Technology 6M2420X40B025S4 mirror on 6240HM40B galvo) are moved in 259* the same plane so that the beam rotates about a pupil centered on the third mirror (open 260* aperture, 14 mm, Cambridge 6M2314X44B025S4 mirror on 6231HM44C galvo), which 261* Sofroniew,*Flickinger*et*al** 1/2/2016*2:03*PM* 7* * rotates in the orthogonal direction. In this manner the pupil remains substantially 262* stationary over a large scan range. The 20 mm, virtually conjugated galvo mirrors each 263* have a scan range of 40 deg (optical peak-to-peak, OPTP). However, the virtual 264* conjugate arrangement of these mirrors results in a total scan range of 32.2 deg OPTP at 265* the following pupil. The 14 mm galvo mirror has a scan range of 44 deg OPTP. The 266* 20 mm mirrors can perform a step across their entire range with step-and-settle time of 267* 3.4 ms. Smaller steps with these mirrors, and all steps with the 14 mm mirror, are faster. 268* 269* Objective 270* 271*
The exit pupil of the VCGP is imaged by another pupil relay (PR3; magnification, 2.3) 272* onto the entrance pupil (diameter, 25.6 mm) of the imaging objective (NA, 0.6, focal 273* length 21 mm) ( Figure 2D ). The excitation beam is routed into the imaging objective 274* using a shortpass dichroic (DM1; size 70 x 99 mm; 750 nm shortpass custom coating 275* design from Alluxa). The front lens has a tip diameter of 15 mm. The distance between 276* the edge of the front lens and the top of the specimen is 2.7 mm. Because remote 277* focusing moves the focal plane into the specimen without movement of the objective or 278* specimen, the effective working distance of the objective is larger than 3 mm. In vivo 279* imaging is usually performed through a microscope coverglass (Trachtenberg et al. 2002 , 280* Holtmaat et al. 2009 ). The optical system is corrected to operate in a diffraction-limited 281* manner through a # 4 coverglass (450 µm of BK7 glass; equivalent to a stack of three # 1 282* coverglasses). Power transmission through the entire system is 13% ( Figure 2B ). 283* 284* Fluorescence collection path 285* 286* Fluorescence light passes through the primary dichroic (DM1) into the detector arm of 287* the microscope. An optional second dichroic mirror (DM2) allows for an ancillary optical 288* path for one-photon imaging and photostimulation. A third dichroic mirror (DM3) 289* divides the fluorescence path into two signals, each directed into one of two GaAsP 290* photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) (Hamamatsu H11706-40).
291* 292*
In a 2-photon microscope, the etendue of fluorescence light collection by the objective 293* lens must be matched or exceeded by the etendue of the light detector. This condition is 294* critical for optimal detection of precious signal photons. For most microscopes this 295* condition is not an issue, as PMTs have photocathodes that are much larger than the 296* objective FOV, as well as sizable collection angles (Tsai et al. 2002 , Tsai et al. 2002 . To 304* overcome this problem we used oil to directly couple a custom-made condenser lens to 305* the glass enveloping the PMT. This allowed the collection NA of the PMT to reach 1.4.
306*
In this manner all of the fluorescence that is collected by the imaging objective is 307* Sofroniew,*Flickinger*et*al** 1/2/2016*2:03*PM* 8* * projected onto the PMT for detection (not counting reflection losses). 308* 309*
Our collection path does not image the back pupil of the objective onto the PMT (Denk et 310* al. 1995 , Mainen et al. 1999 , as that design would require significantly more complex 311* collection optics. As a result, the spatial distribution of the signal on the PMT 312* photocathode varies with location of the signal source within the sample. The spot size of 313* the projected light from a point source in the sample on the photocathode varies from 1.5 314* mm to 2.7 mm, depending on the location of the source point. The microscope image is 315* therefore sensitive to inhomogeneities in the photosensitivity of the PMT photocathode.
316*
For the most critical applications it may be necessary to select PMTs with homogeneous 317* photocathodes or employ computational methods to correct for the inhomogeneity. 318* 319* Optical design 320* 321*
The excitation path, including the RF objective, pupil relays 1-3, and imaging objective, 322* was modeled in silico (Zemax). We searched for configurations of optical elements with 323* diffraction-limited performance and high two-photon excitation efficiency across the 324* ⌀5x1 mm imaging volume, for excitation wavelengths over the range 900-1070 nm.
325*
Performance was assessed using the Strehl ratio (SR), which is a measure of the quality 326* of optical image formation. Without aberrations an optical system has SR = 1; aberrations 327* drive SR toward zero. We optimized for SR > 0.8 across the imaging volume, a 328* commonly used criterion for diffraction-limited performance. 329* 330* Two-photon excitation efficiency depends on the propagation time delay difference 331* (PTD) for different rays across the pupil of the system (Estrada-Silva et al. 2009 ). For 332* PTD not much less than the pulse duration, the efficiency of two-photon excitation would 333* be severely reduced. PTD was kept to less than 50 fs (rms). As far as we know no other 334* microscopy system has been designed with optimization of the PTD as a design criterion. 335* 336*
Other design parameters included: The number, size and complexity of the optical 337* elements; focusing range of the RF unit; nature and cost of the optical glasses. Field 338* curvature was limited to less than 160 µm over the 5 mm FOV. Finally, tolerancing was 339* performed to minimize sensitivities and guide manufacturing (Code V). No stock lenses 340* were used for these modules, as doing so in most cases would not allow sufficient control 341* over the tolerances to meet performance specifications. The element count for each 342* module was: RF objective, 5; pupil relay 1/2 (identical), 4; pupil relay 3, 6; imaging 343* objective, 6. (The modules were manufactured by Jenoptik. Jupiter, Fl; part numbers RF 344* objective: 14163200, pupil relay 1/2: 14506000, pupil relay 3: 14163100, imaging 345* objective: 14163000; for a table of critical distances between these elements necessary 346* for assembly see Figure 2 Supplement 1). A detailed description of the custom optics and 347* the design process will be published elsewhere. image showed inhomogeneities across the resonant scan (608 µm), apparent as shading in 360* the vertical stripes in Figure 3A . The shading is produced by wave front error introduced 361* by pupil relay 2 during rapid resonant scanning. Smaller resonant scans would reduce this 362* shading. Inhomogeneities in brightness within the specified FOV were on the order of 363* 30 % ( Figure 3C ), including a small dip in brightness in the center of the field (this dip is 364* caused by spatial inhomogeneity in the PMT sensitivity across its photocathode; see 365* below). 366* 367* Resolution 368* 369* We next measured the resolution of the microscope. Fluorescent microbeads (0.5 µm; 370* Fluoresbrite Calibration Grade YG microspheres CAT# 18859, Polysciences Inc.) were 371* embedded in agar (1.5 %; Agarose, Type III-A Sigma A9793) at a dilution of 1:10,000.
372*
Three-dimensional images stacks containing images of beads were collected at various 373* positions in the imaging volume ( = 970 nm). Resolution was estimated based on the 374* lateral and axial full-width-at-half-max (FWHM) of the bead images (Figure 4) . The 375* lateral FWHM of the bead image was 0.66 ± 0.003 µm (SEM) and the axial FWHM was 376* 4.09 ± 0.06 µm (SEM). Approximately 2 millimeters from the center of the FOV, the 377* resolution started to degrade gradually ( Figure 4I, J, K) . At the edge of the FOV (2.5 mm 378* from the center) the lateral FWHM was 0.89 ± 0.006 µm (SEM), and the axial FWHM 379* 6.88 ± 0.07 µm (SEM). At the center of the FOV, performance was diffraction-limited up 380* to 1 mm deep into the sample (Figure 4 Supplement 1). This performance was similar at 381* different positions in the field and different imaging depths up to 1 mm into the sample 382* (Figure 4 Supplement 2). Resolution was consistent across wavelengths from 900 nm to 383* 1040 nm (the limit of the tuning range of our Ti:Sapphire laser) (Figure 4 Supplement 3).
384*
Resolution also remained essentially unchanged for small (up to ± 2.5°) tilts of the 385* coverglass with respect to the beam axis (Figure 4 Supplement 4). We conclude that the 386* 2p-RAM is capable of subcellular resolution over the entire imaging volume (⌀5x1 mm 387* cylinder) and is robust to moderate misalignments. 388* 389*
The brightness of the imaged beads dropped off towards the edge of the FOV (up to a 390* factor of four 2.5 mm from the center of the FOV; Figure 4K ). This is consistent with the 391* observed increase in the size of the PSF ( Figure 4J ). In 2-photon microscopy, the 392* brightness of objects that are on the order of, or smaller than the diffraction limit are 393* highly sensitive to degradation in the PSF. Decreased fluorescence collection efficiency 394* at the edges of the FOV could also contribute to dimmer images at the edge of the FOV.
395*
Conversely, resolution was consistent across the center of the field, ( Figure 4I , J) 396* suggesting that the dip in brightness (Figure 3) at the center of the field is likely due to a 397* dip in PMT sensitivity in the center of the FOV (see below). 398* 399* Sofroniew,*Flickinger*et*al** 1/2/2016*2:03*PM* 10* * Collection efficiency 400* 401* Biological 2-photon microscopy is typically limited by photodamage produced by 402* excitation light. Better detection of fluorescence signal allows reduced excitation for 403* fixed SNR. Optimizing fluorescence detection is therefore a critical aspect of designing a 404* 2-photon microscope for in vivo imaging. In scattering samples the objective numerical 405* aperture and its FOV contribute to fluorescence detection (Oheim et al. 2001) . We 406* therefore characterized the signal collection efficiency of our system as a function of 407* position of the signal source and numerical aperture ( Figure 5 ). 408* 409*
We separately varied the position of a light source and its NA while measuring the signal 410* detected by the PMT (Figure 5A) . A pinhole was mounted in front of the light source 411* (LED) and imaged using an imaging system into the specimen plane. The NA of the light 412* cone was controlled using an aperture in an intervening aperture plane. The microscope 413* was moved on a 0.5 millimeter grid around this assembly. 414* 415*
The PMT signal was remarkably constant across the FOV and beyond ( Figure 5B ). The 416* signal showed a modest dip in the center of the FOV (approximately 20% reduced 417* sensitivity). This dip was tracked down to inhomogeneous sensitivity on the PMT 418* photocathode (data not shown). This dip also likely accounts for the lower brightness at 419* the center of the field (Figure 3 ). 420* 421*
We next changed the NA of the light source. The total light entering the objective was 422* roughly proportional to the second power of the NA ( Figure 5C ). The signal detected by 423* the PMT was proportional to the signal entering the objective up to NA 1.0, the specified 424* NA for fluorescence detection of the IO (Figure 5C, 5D ). We conclude that our 425* fluorescence collection system performs nearly optimally across the specified FOV 426* (⌀ 5 mm). The overall transmission of the collection path, including reflection and 427* transmission losses, was 71 %. 428* 429* Field curvature and its correction using remote focusing 430* 431*
To characterize the field curvature of the microscope we imaged a thin and flat 432* fluorescent sample ( Figure 6A ). If the scan transects the sample the fluorescent image is a 433* circle ( Figure 6B ). The radius of the circle increases monotonically as the RF is adjusted 434* downward. In this way we mapped the field curvature of the microscope. The focal 435* position changed by up to 158 µm at 2.5 mm from the center of the FOV. 436* 437*
We implemented a field curvature correction by the RF unit in our scan control software.
438*
Following a 300 µm step, the RF mirror settles to better than 2.5 µm in 6.77 ± 0.02 ms 439* (SEM) ( Figure 6 showed the vascular pattern on the surface of the brain (GP5.17, Figure 7A The 2p-RAM can link activity at the level of brain regions and single neurons. For 491* example, low magnification movies showed activity across multiple brain regions 492* including somatosensory, parietal, and motor areas ( Figure 8A ; GP5.17 mice). We 493* correlated the average activity from an area (region 1) in somatosensory cortex with 494* activity in the rest of brain (Vanni and Murphy 2014)( Figure 8B ). We then imaged region 495* 1 and three additional, widely separated regions (each 600x600 µm 2 ) at higher speed (9.6 496* Hz) ( Figure 8C, Movie 3) . Individual neurons showed fluorescence transients 497* corresponding to trains of action potentials . We manually segmented 498* individual neurons in each of the regions and computed the change in fluorescence 499* (ΔF/F) over time ( Figure 8E ). We measured average activity in region 1 by computing 500* the maximum of the ΔF/F traces across all neurons in that region at each time point. We 501* then correlated this trace against all the ΔF/F traces of individual neurons ( Figure 8D , 502* 8F). Some neurons in the different areas showed high correlation with this average trace, 503* whereas others showed uncorrelated activity (Okun et al. 2015) . In this manner, the 2p-504* RAM can be used to relate activity across nearly the entire dorsal cortex with the activity 505* of individual neurons in specific areas during behavior. 506* 507* Discussion 508* 509*
We designed a 2-photon random access mesoscope (2p-RAM) that allows rapid 510* microscopic investigation of neural tissue over large imaging volumes. The 2p-RAM has 511* a numerical aperture of 0.6 and an imaging volume corresponding to a ⌀5x1 mm 512* cylinder. The imaging volume is approximately 100-fold larger compared to other 513* microscopes with comparable resolution. 514* 515*
The 2p-RAM is optimized for high-resolution in vivo imaging. Lateral scanning is 516* performed using a resonant scanner in series with a xy galvo scanner. Rapid scanning is 517* achieved by moving the fast resonant scan over the FOV using the galvo mirrors. Even 518* faster and more flexible scanning could potentially be achieved using acousto-optic 519* deflectors (Duemani Reddy et al. 2008 ) instead of resonant scanners. 520* 521* Rapid axial scanning is critical for mesoscale functional imaging in the intact brain. This 522* is because neurons of interest will generally be at different imaging depths in different 523* brain regions. It is also often of interest to interrogate the same brain region at different 524* imaging depths. In the 2p-RAM, axial scanning is based on aberration-free focusing 525* using a remote mirror (Botcherby et al. 2012 ). The mirror is moved in a plane nearly 526* conjugate to the specimen plane to move the focus. Aberrations are corrected by passing 527* the beam through a RF objective that produces complimentary aberrations to the imaging 528* objective. In published optical arrangements, the beam is scanned laterally first, and is 529* then sent into the RF system (Botcherby et al. 2012) . This design puts constraints on the 530* RF objective. In our system the beam is passed through the RF system before lateral 531* scanning. This configuration allowed the etendue, and thus size, complexity, and cost, of 532* the RF objective to be much lower than that of the imaging objective. We also optimized 533* the coatings and the element count of the RF objective to minimize power losses that are 534* normally high in remote focusing systems. The optics subsequent to the RF objective 535* could be made such that the remote focusing is invariant to lateral scanning, and thus 536* Sofroniew,*Flickinger*et*al** 1/2/2016*2:03*PM* 13* * diffraction-limited focusing can be achieved over a large volume with this arrangement.
537*
Alternative axial scanning techniques, such as rapidly moving the objective (Gobel et al. 538* 2007) , are impractical due to the large size of the 2p-RAM objective. Electrotunable 539* lenses introduce spherical and chromatic aberrations (Grewe et al. 2011) .
540* 541*
The 2p-RAM has relatively large field curvature ( Figure 6 ). Rapid remote focusing can 542* help to compensate for field curvature in real time during scanning. Online correction of 543* field curvature can only be achieved for the movements produced by the slower galvo 544* scanners. The movements of the resonant scanner are too fast to be fully compensated, 545* because RF systems implemented with either galvos (Botcherby et al. 2012) , voice coils 546* (Figure 6 Supplement 1), or piezos (unpublished observations) cannot match the resonant 547* scanning bandwidth. Fast resonant scan lines are by necessity tilted, which is more 548* pronounced close to the edge of the FOV. For many in vivo applications the residual field 549* curvature is expected to be only a small inconvenience, because neurons of interest in 550* different brain areas are typically in different focal planes. 551* 552* The serial scan system allows for both low-magnification imaging across a large area and 553* high-resolution imaging across smaller, but widely separated, areas. Low-magnification 554* imaging can be combined with online analysis to identify brain areas with particular 555* activity patterns of interest. Once these areas are found, high-resolution imaging can 556* interrogate populations of individual neurons within those areas. The low-magnification 557* image can be used to optimally place these smaller imaging regions around the 558* vasculature.
559* 560*
We performed GDD compensation to maximize peak power delivered for a given 561* average power. Larger peak power then can be used to maintain the same signal to noise 562* ratio during faster scanning with smaller pixel dwell times. Optimal placement of 563* imaging regions and faster scanning combined with smaller jump times between regions 564* will allow for simultaneous tracking of tens of thousands neurons across the cortex at 565* 10 Hz. 566* 567*
Microscopes with yet larger fields of view are possible. However, given fixed NA, larger 568* fields of view correspond to larger objectives. Larger and PMTs will be required to 569* efficiently collect the fluorescence transmitted by these giant objectives.
570* 571*
There is considerable interest in more natural, unconstrained, and therefore more variable 572* animal behaviors. Relating the underlying neural population activity to behavior will 573* require single-trial analysis, which is limited by the number of neurons that can be 574* recorded in multiple brain regions (Churchland et al. 2007 ). Mesoscale recording 575* systems, such as 2p-RAM, allow recordings from thousands of neurons across multiple 576* brain areas. These large numbers are critical to achieve single-trial decoding of neural 577* activity patterns during behavior. promoter (GP 5.17 line) (parameters described in Figure 1Div ; 120 mW average laser 792* power). Sampling rate, 4.3 Hz. 793* B) Cross-correlation map of the mean activity in region 1 with the activity in all pixels 794* after smoothing with a 5x5 pixel boxcar filter. A highly correlated spot of activity is 795* visible around region 1. 796* C) Four fields of view (corresponding to boxes in A) that were acquired at high 797* resolution and frame rate (scan parameters describe in Figure 1Dv ; power, 120 mW; 798* sampling rate, 9.6 Hz). Regions of interest (orange) were manually drawn around 799* individual neurons. 800* D) Each neuron from the four fields of view colored according to its correlation value 801* with the average activity in region 1. Figure 7C . 822* 823* Movie 2. Functional imaging of a large field of view. 824* Same data as in Figure 8 , Supplement 1. Movie data was smoothed and downsampled by 825* a factor of two in time. 826* 827* Movie 3. Low resolution imaging at low speed, followed by multi-area imaging at 828* higher speeds.
829*
Same data as in Figure 8A , C. Low resolution movie data smoothed and downsampled by 830* a factor of three in time. High resolution movie data median filtered in space with filter 831* size two, and smoothed and down sampled by a factor of five in time. 832* 833* Sofroniew,*Flickinger*et*al** 
